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Metro map of Budapest Below you can find a budapest metro map showing all the metro and H'V lines and stations. If you need a more detailed map of Budapest click here. The actual size of the Budapest map is 610 X 650 pixels, the file size (in bytes) is 24562. You can open, download and print this detailed map of Budapest by clicking on a map of
yourself or by clicking here: Open the map. Budapest - Chapter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 This article can be expanded with text translated from the relevant article in Hungarian. (October 2016) Click show important translation instructions. Machine translation, such as DeepL or Google Translate, is a useful starting point for translations, but
translators should review errors as needed and confirm that the translation is accurate, rather than simply copying machine text to English Wikipedia. Don't translate text that seems unreliable or substandard. If possible, show the text with references in a foreign language article. You must provide a copyright attribution in the editing summary accompanying
your translation by providing a link to the source of your translation. The attribution model to edit summary Content in this editing translates from the existing Hungarian Wikipedia article to :hu:; see your story for appropriation. You should also add a Translated Page template to the conversation page. For more advice, visit Wikipedia: Translation. This article
needs additional quotes to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Budapest Metro - news newspaper book scientist JSTOR (January 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Budapest MetroTop: Ers Ver tere the ultimate Red
Line 2 Lower: Green Line 4, driverless subway line with the PIDS system in real time in Kyulwin Trur, transfer station on blue line 3OverviewNative title. HungaryTransit typeRapid transitNumber lines4Number stations48Daily ridership1.27 million (2009) 39.7 km (24.7 miles) Track gauge1.435 mm (4 feet 8 1⁄2 inches) (standard sensor)Maximum speed80
km/h (50 mph) Dassah Gyorgy zTh Mextia and Lehel Tur Cescii Furde Nygati Pylaudvar Hhosik terani Janos Duck Baiza Duck Kodala Koderend Delhi Pelyaudvar Verschmarti Duck Cellman Ter Octogon Battiani Attre Opera Kossut Lyos Tyr Baich-Silinski Astoria Ferenciech tere Blach Luiza Tr Keleti Pelyaudvar II. Janos Pol-papa-tr-puskas ferenc Stadium
Rakoczy ter Pillango Duck Calvin tere Feuvam prison seler Gellert tir corvin-non-hyed Muriks Sigmond Curtar Clinic Yivarad bikas park Pplaligot Kelenfueld Vasatullomes Etsery Ust duck Accordingly This diagram: viewtalkedit Budapest Metro (Hungarian: Budapest Metro) is a fast transit system in the Hungarian capital Budapest. It is the oldest underground
railway system in continental Europe, and only up to the London Underground. It is the oldest underground in the world where electric power has been used instead of the traditional (British) metro steam system. The famous Line 1 in Budapest was completed in 1896. The M1 line became the IEEE Landmark thanks to radical innovations in its era: Among the
innovative elements of the railway were two-directional tram cars; electric lighting at subway stations and tram cars; and overhead wire structure instead of a third rail system for power. Since 2002, the M1 line has been listed as a UN World Heritage Site. The story of the Old Surface leveling the Millennium Metro at Heroes Square Is the Old Image of the
First Metro Line on Andressi Avenue train in 1896 World Heritage SiteSiemens-Halske, Budapest Metro Museum Andressi Avenue and Underground DistributionBudapest, HungaryPart ofBudapest, including the banks of the Danube, Buda Castle quarter and Andre AvenueCriteriaCultural: (ii), (iv)Reference400bis-002Oclomber1987 (11th
session)Expansion2002Area57.85 hectares (0.2234 sq.m.) Buffer zone239.61 hectares (11st Website 19N 19'5'13E/ 47.48861'N 19.08694'E/ 47.48861; 19.08694Dissing of the Budapest Metro in HungaryOn the metro map HungaryBudapest (Budapest)Show a map of Budapest The original metro line 1 (Fuldelatti) ran 5 km from Veresmarti-tur to Secheny-
Furde (from the Hungarian Fulde land, land, aratt pod; so under). Work on Line 2 began in the 1950s, although the first site was not opened until 1970. It follows the east-west route connecting the main railway stations Keleti (East) and Veli (south). Planning for Line 3 began in 1963, and construction began in 1970 with the help of Soviet specialists. The first
section, consisting of six stations, opened in 1976. In 1980 it was expanded to the south with five additional stations and to the north in 1981, 1984 and 1990 with nine additional stations. With a length of about 16 kilometers (9.9 miles) and a total of 20 stations, this is the longest line in Budapest. In the 1980s and 1990s, Line 1 overhaul. Of the 11 stations,
eight are original and three have been added during the renovation. The original look of the old stations has been preserved, and each station has displays of historical photographs and information. Deak Ferenc Square is also home to the Millennium Underground Museum. Metro's routes consist of four lines (M1-M4), each marked in a different color. The
M1 (yellow) Fuldalatti runs from Mexico City to the southwest to the river. The M2 (red) line runs from east to west through the city, crossing the Danube. The M3 (blue) runs in a wide direction from north to south alignment, intersing with the other three lines. The M4 (green) line starts at Keleti-Peloudvara and runs southwest, crossing the river to complete its
work at Kelenfuld Vasatullomas. Cm. also: List of stations of the Budapest Metro Line Color Name and Route Of the Year of the opening Length (km) Numberof stations yellow line M1 (Veresmarti t'r ↔ Mexico City Ct) 1896 4.4 11 Red Line 2 (Deli Peleudwar ↔ Ers Veser Tere) 10.3 11 Blue Line 3 (jipest-Coepont ↔ 1976 17.3 20 Green Line 4 (Keleti
Pelyaudvar ↔ Kelenfuld Vasatullom)13 2014 7.3 10 Total : 39.4 52 Metro Line M1 Metro Line 2 in Ers-erre terminus Line 1 runs north-east of the city centre on the Pest side near Andressi St in Varosliget, or City Park. Like Metro 3, it does not serve Buda. Line 1, the oldest metro line operating in Budapest, has been in permanent operation since 1896. There
are plans for the future for resurrection with more stations. The M2 Line 2 runs from east to west from Delhi-Pelyaudvar to Kristinaveros, through the city centre, to Ers Weser-tere in the eastern part of Pest. It offers connections with the Hungarian State Railways in Delhi and Keleti-Peloudvars, with metro lines 1 and 3 in Deak Ferenc-ter, with Line 4 at Keleti-
Pelodvar, with commuter rail lines 8 and 9 at Ers-Weser Tere, and with a commuter rail line 5 in Battani ter. Before the opening of Line 4, it was (more than 45 years old) the only metro line that served the side of the Buda River. Line 2 underwent a major refurbishment at the end of the oughts, with all track and station completed in 2008. (quote necessary)
Metro line M3 Blue Line 3 Gunz Erpads Varoskespont Line 3 runs in the direction from north to south (more precisely, from north-northeast to southeast) on the side of the Pest River and connects several densely populated residential areas with the Inner City. It has a transfer station with Line 1 and Line 2 in Dec Ferenc Tr, and a transfer station for Line 4 at
Quelwyn Tr. It is the longest line in the Budapest Metro, its daily ridership is estimated at 610,000. The M4 Metro line Mricz Sigmond Courter on Green Line 4 (opened in 2014) Line 4 runs southwest-northeast from Kelenfeldy kelenfjeld in Buda to Keleti railway station in Yazsefveros. It is 7.4 km (4.6 miles) long and connects with the Hungarian State
Railways in its area, with Metro Line 3 in Cologne Ter and line 2 in Keleti. Line 4 was completed in March 2014 and includes ten stations. Future extension of the M5 Green metro line are the existing H5, 6 and 7 lines, the red ones are the proposed connections under the city to form the Purple Line 5, and the blue lines of existing rail lines that can also be
connected to purple Line 5 is the proposed north-south rail tunnel to connect the currently separated elements of the commuter rail network, namely the H5, H6 and H7 H'V-line , and at the request of Budapest-Esztergom and Budapest-Kunschenthmcleus-TASS railway lines. Currently, the project does not have basic political support, only included in long-
term plans. The first stage (planned until 2030) will be the expansion and connection of the southern lines H6 and H7 to the Astoria metro station via Quelwyn-tr, which will connect these lines with the M2 M3 and M4 metro lines. The second stage will create a link with the M1 metro line as well as in Oktogon, the M3 in Lehel Tr then cross the Danube towards
Buda to connect the H5 H'V towards Szentendre. (quote is necessary) The General Information System of Tickets and Transfers Ordinary tickets and BKK passes can be used on all lines. Single tickets can be reused when changing subway lines. It is planned to create an automated system of tariff collection. The contract for the supply of the system was
signed in 2014, but terminated in 2018 without completion. In popular culture 2003, the film Controlla is a gritty crime thriller, which takes place in the subway, winning various awards. See also Trains portal Hungary portal List of Metro Systems List of Automated Urban Metro Systems Notes Links - M'ty's Jangel (September 2010). Cazzolgultatsi sersades,
utasjogok, szolg'ltat'stervez's ellen'rz's folyamata a k't't'tp's helyi-s el'v'rosi k'zforgalme k'zleked'sben (contract for public service, passenger rights, planning for local and public transport) BKV zth. Kyolekedasi Igazgatasag (Direction of the State Office. Transportation. 10 (and 3). Archive from the original (pdf) for 2015-01-28. Received 2015-04-19. Use of the
subway per day - Line 1: 120,000; Line 2: 405 000; Line 3: 630 000. (Line 4 began operations in 2014, with 110,000 riders assessed by the Budapest Transportation Centre (BKK) based on the last year.) Magyarrarshag, 2017 (Hungary, 2017) (pdf) (in Hungarian). Kyezponti Statistica Hivatal (Central Bureau of Statistics). 2018-04-15. p. 173. Received 2018-
08-01. - Siemens.com Line 4 - Jennifer (December 19, 2018). Budapest M1: Inside the Continental metro's oldest network. Cnn. Received July 29, 2019. The World Heritage Committee has listed nine new sites as a World Heritage Site. UN World Heritage Centre. Archive from the original on November 28, 2009. Our themed route with... - Sightseeing along
the Millennium Metro Line. BKV S. Received 2013-10-18. - Budapest Electric Underground Railway is still operating after more than 120 years. The UN World Heritage Centre, the World Heritage Committee, has included nine new sites on the World Heritage List. whc.unesco.org archive from the original on November 28, 2009. Received on April 10, 2013. a
b c Robert Schwandle. Budapest. UrbanRail.net. received on August 1, 2019. Robert Schwandle. Line M1 Veresmarti Tr - Mexico City Ct. UrbanRail. Received on March 27, 2019. Robert Schwandle. Line M2 Reli Peliaudvar - Ers Weser Tere. UrbanRail. Received on March 27, 2019. Robert Schwandle. Line M3 ypest-Kyzpont - Kebenya-Kispest. UrbanRail.
Received on July 29, 2019. Robert Schwandle. Line M4 Keleti Pelyaudvar-Kelenfuld Vasatullomes. UrbanRail. Received on March 27, 2019. M1-es metre korszerűsítése meghosszabb's - Budapesty Kyzlekedesi Kyezpont. Budapest's Kyezlekidi Kyezpont (in Hungarian). Received 2017-10-01. Budapest City Atlas, Dimap-Szarvas, Budapest, 2011, ISBN 978-
963-03-9124-5 - Metro4 - How does it work? The M4 automated metro line opens in Budapest. In the railway messenger. March 28, 2014. Received on April 9, 2015. Balaz Meur's plan, long-term plans for the development of BKK Service No. (in Hungarian) - Budapest signed a contract agreement for an automated system of tariff collection. BKK. October 8,
2014. Received on October 24, 2014. - (in Hungarian) external references Commons has media related to Metro (Budapest). Budapest Metro Map 2016-17 on Google Earth with geolocation BKK zert. - The official website of the Budapest Metro Track map of Budapest on the UrbanRail.net Budapest Metro Map is sourced from budapest metro map 2018.
budapest metro map airport. budapest metro map with attractions. budapest metro map app. budapest metro map pdf download. budapest metro map download. budapest metro map printable. budapest metro map bkk
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